
*Breaking News: Today, July 23: The FBI is going to announce they have 
made an arrest in the murders of Destiny and Travis, Jr. That they have 
someone in custody. Keep me posted and I will keep you posted! 
 
** Arrest Article  What took you so long, Tim Purdon? If it was a close family 
relative, and this young man is their cousin, that would have shown up in the 
DNA over a year ago. Why did you lie at the outset, saying that "An Arrest Has 
Been Made..." when you arrested their father and then charged him on drastically 
reduced charges? You put Janice Morley in charge of this? Oh she has such a 
'winning' record on the rez!  
 
There are still more questions you have to answer about this botched 
investigation.  I hope you have the right person. I hope there is not someone 
else, out there.. and I hope you are not framing an innocent person to get the 
heat off of your office. It's not like we haven't seen it happen before. As in the 
FBI/USAG framing 11 innocent young men for Eddie's Murder.  Pardon my 
skepticism, Purdon, but this still stinks.  
 
We resume our regularly posted blog. (Posted on Sunday, July 22, 2012)July 23, 
2012 
Sacrifice 
 
When we watch those programs that take us into the journeys of extinct 
civilizations, we learn to our amazement, how much they were into sports. We 
learn, to our dismay, that many, despite being highly intelligent and Advanced 
Civilizations, all were into Human Sacrifice.  We are then horrified and disgusted 
to learn, towards the end, they were sacrificing younger and younger children, in 
hopes of finding power, wealth.   
 
The similarities between those 'primitive/advanced' peoples and our own, is 
striking.  Evidence of it being in progress is mounting. Those who are in high 
places, who have power, authority, wealth and fame, want more. Are we 
expecting a different outcome?  
 
The System is corrupt when it is more important that you keep your job than that 
you do your job.  
 
Corrupt when you are threatened, harassed, ridiculed for doing your job by those 
who want to prevent you from doing your job, and no one in authority will help 
you.  
 
Corrupt when you have to fight those who are in power, who are trying to prevent 
you from speaking the truth. When they simply excuse themselves by not 
knowing what they don't want to know, and not listening when you tell them. 
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It is considered a criminal offense for those who are in a position of mandatory 
reporting to not report evidence or even strong suspicion of child abuse, neglect.   
 
Yet, those who have reported, over and over again, were met with resistance 
from higher and higher, deeper and deeper into the halls of power.  Whistle 
blowers were harassed, fired and exiled.  
 
The public is told, repeatedly, that it is only a problem with the paperwork, all 
fixed now, give us more money, sovereignty... (barf).  
 
Sovereignty is supposed to mean that Native American People's have a say in 
how their communities are run. If they want to allow gambling, they can vote on it 
and they can decide, as a community, that is what they want.  
 
But, that is not how it has been used. It has been used to hide, protect, enable 
violations of Human Rights, violations of children, violations of Federal/State and 
other funding laws.  
 
None of the people voted to make child rape legal.  
 
No one voted to make stealing funds from housing, education, health, or any of 
the other programs, legal.  
 
But there is no political will to pursue those who rape children, embezzle, steal, 
assault-- murder, because the County, the State, the Federal Government defer 
to the corrupt in the name of 'sovereignty'.  
 
This is not "Sovereignty", this is massive "Oppression" and it is a form of 
genocide. 
 
It is a form of Human Sacrifice. It is a form of Child Sacrifice. All in the name of 
Power and Wealth.  
 
Penn State worshipped Sports. Their coaches were gods. They sacrificed young 
boys on the altar of Sports Worship--- and it went all the way up the chain of 
command, into the halls of Justice-- nobody dared take a look, lest their deities 
crash to earth, bringing all their illusions with them.  
 
Penn State will not recover from this. This stain will keep their brand in the gutter, 
for decades, as well it should.  Penn State well on its way to extinction.  All the 
careers that were built on the sacrifices of these children, come crashing down to 
earth, where we can see how small, ugly and weak these former gods and 
angels of sports, of Justice, really are. Once powerful, now, objects of disgrace 
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and disgust.  
 
For so long, authorities and many in media have known that there were atrocious 
things happening to children on the rez. There were people higher up in the chain 
of command that knew for over a decade, these things were going on. There 
were people in government, people in police agencies, people in the Halls of 
Justice, who knew.  
 
Dr. Tilus spent years trying to get action on these issues, and got nowhere.  He 
saw it getting worse and worse for the children out there. The pedophiles, the 
abuses, the neglect, the mistreatment, the suicides and then the murders.  Still, 
no one he reported to did anything. No child was rescued, no pedophile was 
denied access to vulnerable children.  
 
Betty Jo Krenz stepped up and pointed to these issues in a direct and bold way. 
And, she pointed out where funds were being embezzled by those in charge, 
while those who needed the support, got nothing.  The State and the Federal 
Agencies that are responsible for the oversight of these programs, ignored her 
pleas to do something for the children. They did, when it became public, help the 
tribe 'get the paperwork to look right.'  They did not look at the face of one child. 
Not one.  
 
There is a power system in place. That power system requires loyalty of the soul 
selling variety, and no one dares question those who benefit from the pain and 
suffering of these children. Those who do, are fired, harassed, their names and 
reputations are smeared, and no one lifts a finger to help them.  Their crime? 
Reporting the Truth.  
 
Those who have committed these crimes against the children have not been 
investigated, nor arrested. Many still hold their jobs.  
 
But what Truth Telling does, what reporting does, what making it public does, is 
bring a crack of light into a dungeon, and much more is revealed.  
 
Connections to power become desperate for cover, and those in higher places, 
fearing the fracturing of their soulless foundation, the weak they have controlled 
so well starting to crumble, the possibility of being revealed for their part in this, 
get nervous.   
 
When they get nervous, they start turning dials, moving levers of power and 
control, to put a stop to anyone, anything, much less all of us, coming close to 
where we can see who they are, what they are and what they have been doing. 
They pressure those under them to protect them. Orders that make no sense, 
unless you understand the guilty panic, are issued, and whistle blowers are 
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retaliated against, harassed, smeared, punished, while the corrupt carry on with 
no impediment.  
 
The public is looking in. They see the cobwebs that have been obscuring insight 
into Indian Country and they start, slowly, to rend apart the layers of webs, lies, 
distractions. "Fighting Sioux Logo" was put up for over 3 yrs as the most 
important issue in North Dakota Indian Country. (Sports).  Ink was spilled by the 
bucket load, and cameras, microphones all aimed at the topic: "Fighting Sioux 
Logo!"   
 
They all knew better. They just didn't want you to know-- anything. And, if we are 
truthful, we can admit to ourselves, we did not want to know. Something in us 
wanted to be protected from ever knowing, how ugly it was out there. We really 
didn't want to know, so we did not look, at how children were being sacrificed for 
money, Power, for degenerate lust, for rage.  
 
Then, Destiny and Travis, Jr. were savagely murdered in their own home. Still, 
only a ripple. We really didn't want to know. We trusted Tim Purdon when he told 
us "an arrest has been made..." he misled us. No one has been arrested for the 
murder. Not because they don't know, but because they do know.  
 
That person they know that did this, is someone that can, if he is brought down, 
by virtue of his connections to the most vile, most corrupt family out there, and 
their connections to all those in all levels power, can shred the layers of 
protection from those at the highest levels, and bring down the whole tent on all 
of them.  
 
Junior Herman is Celeste Herman's son. Pisster is one of the murderers of Eddie 
Peltier. Junior has something to trade for a quieter cell in prison, if he decides 
that's what he wants. The whole Turdclan has been protected by webs of lies and 
corruptions by people in all levels of government and society, by bribery, 
blackmail or their sheer incompetence, for decades.   
 
His was the first name to come up when the news of the horrors in that house 
spread like wildfire through the rez.  
 
The father of the children was taken into custody immediately--- but never 
charged with murder.  
 
Evidence was destroyed on the instruction of FBI Agent Derek Trout. Evidence 
was overlooked by that crack crew of investigators, and only 'discovered' by the 
cleaning crew, months later.  
 
It's been over a year. No arrest, no one charged with murder. Tim Purdon says it 
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is still an 'active' investigation and they are still 'looking at the evidence'... Still 
looking? How long does it take to run DNA? Fingerprints? Witness Statements?  
 
And when will Tim Purdon's office and their crack team of investigators get 
around to questioning family members? I guess they figure that memory 
improves if you wait until a year or longer, before you interview people closest to 
the incident. To the suspect? To the Victims? 
 
Purdon's office has also requested that certain items of evidence or the 
destruction of that evidence be 'held back'. Oddly, he declares one of those 
pieces of evidence as of no value because ??? If it is of no value, why request it 
be held back?  
 
He has also made statements about a key witness on the scene that smacks of 
pure incompetence on his part. He is denying that the witness was ever on the 
scene! Worse, he puts someone else at the scene who was never at the scene.  
Clearly, Tim Purdon's heart beating as fast as a baby bird in the mouth of a cat at 
this point: 
 

• Misleading the public into thinking there has been an arrest.  
 

• Botching the investigation at the outset.  
 

• Failing to interview close family members 
 

• Both 'holding back' and 'dismissing' what is either a key piece of evidence 
(and incompetence) or of no possible value to anyone, much less an 
investigation. 

 
• Now, smearing of a key witness at the scene? 

 
How does one build a case from that?  
 
They don't. They never intended to. They need for this to fall apart on 
'technicalities' and the public, the family of the murdered children, their 
community, will only be left with suspicions as to who murdered those children, 
and the sure and certain knowledge that whoever did it, got away with it, and will 
probably do it again.  
 
Purdon is one of those people being pressured to shut this thing down, tell 
people there is nothing to see. He is one of those in a key position to do 
something to stop the abuses and crimes out there, and he is either botching it 
because of incompetence at the most basic levels, or he is bribed, blackmailed 
or???  
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His office is on a PR Blitz to tout his going after Human Traffickers, on OTHER 
reservations... so we know he knows this is wrong. But we have to ask why it is 
he seems to be bumbling and fumbling, and outright lying about the events at 
Spirit Lake?  
 
Which Came First: The Bumble or the Blogger?   
 
Why does he say things now to indicate that the father of the murdered children 
is "serving a sentence for being drunk and child-endangerment"? Was there a 
trial I missed? A guilty Plea that never made the papers in this horrific crime? 
Who fell down on that? Media? Purdon's Office? Or were they trying to fly under 
the radar for some reason? It really makes no sense.  
 
If his case against 'the real murderer(s)' (which I am sure he will imply) is so 
compromised that he can never get a trial, much less a conviction, whom will he 
blame? The FBI in destroying evidence, breaking chain of custody? Overlooking 
evidence? Failing to interview witnesses? Will he blame the blogger for reporting 
on his bumbling? Which came first? The Bumble or the Blogger?   
  
Note: I waited over a year for him to make the proper moves and follow basic 
protocol. I'm not the one who messed this up. Pointing out that the Emperor Has 
No Clothes does not make me guilty of stripping him naked.  
 
And who pays? Who suffers? The children. The community they grow up in, act 
out against, and where they or their children die...   
 
I consider Purdon's actions as trying to cover up the murder of those two tiny 
children with a bulldozer of abuse of authority, incompetence and deception.  
 
One would think that people who speak out against the corruption, and who risk 
everything to try and get a light shining on the victims, and to bring a stop to the 
abuses, would be treated as heroes by our government. But they are treated as a 
threat. That is how we know that the corruption in Indian Country, corruption for 
which children are sacrificed, runs way up the food chain in government.  
 
Dr. Tilus, I am told, was abruptly transferred to Aberdeen with no notice except 
'pack up and go' for the next 120 days. I guess they hope this will all blow over by 
then? He was not only transferred so suddenly but he was also forbidden from 
having any contact with any of his patients, and there is no back up provider in 
place, to take over. That leaves people who are in serious need, who may have 
prescriptions, or scheduled appointments, suddenly, like kites in a windstorm, 
having their only string to this world, cut.  
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Who did that? Yvette Rubidoux, who is Director or in charge at the Rockfield, 
Maryland IHS Office. That makes her responsible for any harm done to any of his 
patients by forcing him to technically and practically, literally, abandon his 
patients.   
 
Yvette Rubidoux must have had some heavy pressure put on her for her to make 
such a reckless move.  The 'coincidence' of this abrupt transfer is that BIA Sue 
Settles was due to be on the rez and talk to people that day.  So, clearly, it was 
very important for Ms. Rubidoux, or someone over her, to have him and Settles 
not talk to each other, face-to-face.  
 
One would think that our government would want to get this cleared up and 
instead of transferring out the key source of information, would be, instead, 
making him a protected witness, available for interview.  
 
Clearly, the BIA and IHS do not want this matter to be investigated.  
 
If I was Sue Settles, and I did not want to appear to be a part of this cover-up of 
corruption, I would pursue asking more questions and not stopping until I get 
answers.  I would not allow IHS to conceal from me, a key witness/complainant 
who was in fact making the charges that brought me out here in the first place.    
 
But that is just me. I'm not Sue Settles. I don't know if it is more important to her 
that she do her job, or that she keep her job.  
 
I only know that an urgent complaint was made and children are being tormented 
and their tormentors are being protected by people in power who have, so far, 
put more effort into silencing the alarms, than into investigating the real dangers, 
ongoing abuses and neglect.     
 
I only know that those children have no voice and there is a system wide effort 
under way to silence anyone who tries to speak on their behalf and get them 
rescue.  
 
I can only imagine how much of a stressor this has to be on Dr. Tilus. I shudder 
to think of how his patients are going to be lost, hung out to dry, abruptly, so that 
someone can cover their political butt.  
 
The Sacrifice of Children is going on, right now. It is being done to the knowledge 
and with the cooperation of those in Government, the Justice Department, and 
with all of us knowing about it.  
 
Expect to hear lies, smears, slander against those who have brought this matter 
to your attention: Betty Jo Krenz, Dr. Tilus, Thomas F. Sullivan. Anyone that has 
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tried to inform about the abuse, dangers to children will be ridiculed, lied about, 
harassed and we shall see if media goes along with it-- or if they become the 
journalists who actually pursue the facts and see for themselves, and then tell 
you what they see.  
 
The easy way, of course, is to just recite the Press Releases coming from the 
Tribal Council, The Tribal Chair, Tim Purdon's Office, and the rest of them.  It's 
the follow-up questions to their actions, inactions, that drive them wild.  
 
Somewhere, higher up the food chain, dials are being turned, pressure ratcheted 
up on those beneath them to close off the view; levers are being pressed, threats 
made... all to deny Justice for murdered children and a community on the verge 
of extinction.  
 
I remind those who protect those who do these bad things: Everyone that 
protected Sandusky is now trying to protect themselves.  The outrage over that 
handful of abused children will pursue them and their family names to the end of 
the world.   
 
Those who protect those above and below them, whom they now know are 
covering up heinous, ugly reeking crimes, will themselves be running for cover 
until the end of the world.  I will never stop pursuing this until the crimes against 
all those children are investigated, the abusers and murderers in prison-- and 
those who stand in the way, obstruct and prevent Justice, will again and again, 
have to answer the questions.  
 
Eddie's murder is not forgotten. Setting up and framing the innocent in a 
kangaroo court obscenity, did not stop the truth from getting out. Those same 
people who covered that up have to protect that same family again and again, 
from corruption, murder investigations-- and it gets uglier and uglier every time.  
 
Are we one of those civilizations that when some future archaeologists dig us up, 
will be disgusted to find that we sacrificed our children for the illusion of power?  
 
What does not get done this time, today, will be waiting for us all tomorrow. The 
people who killed Eddie and others, will not stop killing. It's what they do. And 
you will not stop covering up for them because you are in too deep. It's what you 
do.  
 
I will keep revealing what I find in this blog.  What you all do with it, is up to you, 
and your sense of decency. Up to you and your sense of community and nation.  
 
Children are sacred.  
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 I am just the messenger.  
 
It's what I do.  
 
You know where to find me. 
 
~Cat 


